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Word cloud
THIS VISUALIZATION REVEALS WHAT EMOTIONS AND KEY THEMES THE REVIEWERS MENTIONED MOST OFTEN IN THE REVIEWS. THE LARGER
THE WORD THE MORE IT WAS USED BY THE REVIEWERS WHEN DESCRIBING THE TRACK.
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SONG ANALYSIS
T his is generated using a technology that automatically "reads" all of the reviews and identifies which elements of the track the
reviewers are commenting on the most. It then establishes whether the comment is positive or negative, collects all this information
and displays the result as a graph. T his analysis is particularly useful to help improve songs or recordings.
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OVERALL MARKET POTENTIAL
T his is the most important commercial indicator for the track. It combines the Track Rating and the Passion Rating to give a definitive
prediction of commercial success within the market.
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SIMILAR ARTISTS
T he reviewers considered that this artist had similarities to the artists in the chart below.
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REVIEWS
“The listener is welcomed into this song with an inviting, 80's inspired electronic riff. Slowly, they begin to reveal their sound
to you, with as much as caution and thought as an elaborate striptease! The synthesizers are an awesome touch, and remind
me of songs that were made famous with epic keyboard/ synthesizer riffs back in the 80s. This song was obviously put care
into, not just thrown together in a generic studio to make an almighty dollar by musicians who have no heart. You can hear
this band's heart through their song. I hope they make it big soon, because we could use a real, 80s revival style music blog. I
would like to hear a love ballad by these guys. I would like to hear just one more song at least, to be honest. I am convinced
that nothing that this band puts out could sound bad.”
“This guy's voice sounds like the lead singer of Panic at the Disco. I like it! This is something I'd love to have on my "Nightout " playlist. It 's exciting but chilled out at the same time.”

“i thought that this song had a very nice start to it musically. I liked the introduction. when the vocals come in they really ruin
the song and take a lot away from the song. i am not really impressed with how the song comes together. for me it is not
done well. i found that the song had no great elements to it. i found that the song has no specific greatness to it. i like the
melodies of the song. i thought that they were catchy. i like the addition of the various elements. i thought that they were
really unique and had a special touch to them. i think that the song has some great substance to it, but it was not particularly
enticing. the singer to me was rather weak. i was not intrigued in their capabilities and they did not capture my attention. it
had no greatness to it to be honest.”
“Has a really weird intro dont if i really cared much for it. The tone of his voice. just seemed like he really didnt care to much
about his music. Also the second verse made no sence at all.”
“boots and pants boots and pants. thats what i thought of immediately when the music started. this mans voice is terrible. im
sorry but he sounds like a creepy dad who locks his kids in a room then comes in to give them food and sing to them. theyd
probably be deathly afraid. it creeps me out. its like a killer voice if you know what i mean.”
“The artist of the song did very well. it seems moment after moment the drums get smoother This song is very motivational.
This beat has great production quality. This song is very special it sounds like one of those songs you hear in the 70s.”
“Nice techno disco type of intro it gets me into the song. I like how the volume and beat of the music increases because it
gets me more and more into the song. The singer has a good timing into the song however is hard to understand. I like the
ongoing techno disco music which is played throughout the song, this would certainly keep me listening to this song. If I were
to change this song I would perhaps make sure that the singer was louder.”
“The beat is cool and sounds professional. Very interesting sounds. However the vocal, I am not a huge fan of because of the
vibrato. I feel like if you cut the vibrato the song would be a lot better. The electronic parts are pretty fascinating and keep
my interesting. It builds very nicely and uses new unique sounds. The vocal however reminds me of the 90's, not in the best
way. The chorus is cool though, cause youre not doing vibrato. Other than that, I think the track is reaaaally cool and I
appreciate it a lot.”
“This song was really catchy, and it has an 80's style to it that really works well for it, but some parts like the silents can
throw a listener off, sometimes that 's alright and a nice. It gave the feeling the song was ending but it happened to often to
be enjoyable. The vocals were good, but the tone during the chorus could be lower just barely. That 'd make it feel more
natural and enjoyable for the listener. I think this has great hit potential in general. Instrumentally it was great, solid
performances all around.”
“poppy intro. strong kick with techno feel. simple lyrics, very repatative. Starts to get trippy as melody changes. hook is
pretty catchy yet similar to the verse melody. The breakdown with beat dropping was pretty unique.”
“The song sounds like something you would hear from Depeche Mode. The singer has a very nice style to his voice. I like how
the dance beat soft breaks into the song and the song really begins to groove. I could see this song being very popular in
House Clubs in London, Sweden and Germany as well as the United States and Latin america. Depeche Mode was very
successful and if you like Depeche Mode, you will love this song. I love the breaks. Its a great dance song and the keyboard
effects are dynamic with a dash of piano, the song has a nice class to it.”
“Enjoyable into with a steady beat and some interchanging electronica. The vocals fitted in with the lovely background
melody. Then the bass beat dropped, giving the piece more presence. This made me think of the 80's and the piano/keyboard
was a welcome addition. I can imagine this being played in a disco/rave. Whilst it is energetic it isnt wild and I think that gives
it some charm.”

“The introduction to this piece is great as it is exciting, and builds to excite the listener. The accompaniment gets a little too
loud when the vocalist comes in, which drowns him out a little, which is a shame, as the backing music is great, but I'd like to
hear the lyrics better. You get the feeling that the music is more important than the vocalist! The harmony between the
vocals and the backing music is great; and the backing music has a very memorable melody, which I can imagine will remain in
one's head for a long time!”
“I like the beat at the start of the song it is so awesome. The artists voice is also amazing. It suits the song so much. This
song sounds like a love song, it would be perfect at a romantic dinner. 8 out of 10. This tune is great on the song! OMG!”
“This song has great start loved the melody at the start really catchy. This makes me feel like I could listen to this in my car.
Would love to hear this on the radio amazing. The length of the chorus is perfect.”
“Nice, up beat and enjoyable introduction to this song, that gets the audience pumped for the rest of the song. However,
there is a huge let down when the vocals start as there is almost no enthusiasm in the vocalists voice. The beat of the song is
catchy, and could be used as background music maybe, but the whole song is a definite no. The voice sounds way too
electronic, but I'm a big fan of the music, and the smooth rhythm it 's got going on. Maybe if the background music was kept,
and the lyrics/vocalists was changed, the song could have huge potential to be a mainstream hit, and the remixed version is
something that could be heard frequently in clubs.”
“Right from the first note, you know this is a dance song. That 's a good thing to do, because I don't typically like misleading
music. It sounds ethereal. This sort of song almost sounds like Aviici, but it can't be. The voice ruins it. Completely. This sing
would be near to perfect without the vocals. The vocals destroy the feel. That being said, the voice isn't too loud, not
necessarily overbearing. The same could be said about the other instruments. They don't overpower or conflict with one
another. The beat could do with a variation every now and then, it gets old quickly. Throw in an original sound every now and
then to keep it interesting. People don't like hearing the same thing over and over. Overall, the song seemed to be crafted
better than it was conceptualized. Get a better, more emotional, singer.”
“The beat is loud at the beginning. The guy's voice is too low for the music. I can not hear him. From what I can hear he is
trying to ask a girl out. He is asking if he can half of her heart. The repetition is annoying.”
“the keyboard is really good, it takes some real skill to play like that! The lyrics are pretty cool to. You can tell the main focus
is on the music. This song is like one of those 80s songs. Like one that they'd play on Miami vice or something like that. The
instruments are awesome, the keyboard sounds really good I really like it. the beat stays in you're head!”
“good up tempo song with a melo voice!! lyric ok and alot going on instumnetal with the piano an the symbol!! you enjoy it if
you like this type music!! not a hit!! i didnt like it and i dont recomend you to buyit !!”
“The introduction is catchy and works its way into the song. The first impression of the singer is soft and slow. The beat is
something like on a slot machine. You can get lost in the beat. The lyrics are decent but leave some to be desired. Its more
like a road trip song that you would just zone out to.”
“The cascading hook is bright and immediately attention grabbing, complimented by the synth-y beat played underneath it. It
has a fun 80's, pining, romantic, vibe, without letting the synth get over the top and obnoxious. The track is difficult not to
dance to and I think this would have wide appeal across a couple generations. With its catchy, upbeat hook and retro appeal,
I could see this becoming a very popular pop/dance hit.”

“The electronic genre is not my favorite. The vocals are incredible, although I don't quite like the lyrics. Continue with the
amazing harmonization. Because when it comes to male growth rates, I quite enjoy the mix of arrangement and sadistic
genre of slow. Continue with the great melody, and this will sell.”
“Very soft and steady opening. The climax is very well exicuted. Vocals almost seem to soft at start, but as it progresses they
blend very well making for a great melody. Perhaps a little more to the lyrics to give more of a story to the point of the
question at hand. I almost expected for it to be a little longer, and certainly given the groove and calm state it put me in, I
would have enjoyed if for a bit longer should it have played more. Overall great opening, build up, and ending. Perhaps piano
solo type play could have had a little more to it, it was a little sort of one figure key pokey.”
“The vocals sound a little novice compared to the tempo of the music at the beginning. It sound very 80s space age. A nice
touch. Vocals are too low and drowned in the tempo. You can raise the volume of the mic slightly to balance this out with the
music. Seem to be very long breaks between lyrics. Something could be added between those breaks.”
“catchy energetic beat. fair lyrics but good enough to carry the song. this is a track you can play in your car and just drive to.
not so sure about the song writing, not sure what the artist is talking about. overall this track is listenable and therefore has
commercial potential”
“Like the beat A LOT. Decent vocals. I would like to hear a beat drop to just go crazy at the rave.......and then the beat drops
at that moment. Perfect timing, the only thing holding this back from a smash hit is a solid bass getting dropped on the beat.
Good sense of tempo and the DJ clearly knows how to make a beat. Flow is very nice and the variety is clearly there. All for
this track.”
“Harmony: the song really flows and has some serious potential! Lyrics: I love the lyrics, they feel really deep and rich and
have a really great pattern going for them! Mood: the song has a seriously massive potential, I feel like if the vocals were
sped up a little it would add a little more to match the energy of the instrumentals but it 's an overall stellar song!
Background music: the background music is really cool! I would recommend putting a little more emphasis on the front vocals
and toning down on the keyboard but it overall is really neat! Vocals: vocals were great but I would recommend speeding up
the vocals a bit and trying to up the vibe! Commercial Capability: definitely has some serious commercial potential!”
“I'm really enjoying the beginning keys or synths there. Different, but I'm still listening. I believe this could get some definite
plays somewhere in a Belgium smoke shop. You could get a hit with this song, but the reward, in my opinion, would be given
by some group different from an esoteric one, though it has an underground theme. Keep up the original sounds! Nice
chorus's.”
“Sadly i have heard this song once already this session and regardless of that, I do enjoy the track. The melodic techno beat
mixed wit the mellow vocals. They take me back to a time where the Sega Genesis took up most of my time playing Streets
of Rage. A great mix of retro sound and current Techno. The vocals are on point with the feel of the song as well as the
content matter supplied. Gimmie Half is a great techno song weather its hanging out at a club, driving to work, or a nice long
run.”
“I like the pop upbeat rhythm that the song has going. The sound is kind of over powering the vocals. Lyrics aren't really to
clear. It could use more volume for vocals. The pitch is not too bad. Again the vocals could be more used. I like the piano in
this piece. The drums could be brought out more. Bass could be added as well for a more fuller and complete sound.”

“The vibe is really nice in this song. The synth's are really great. The only thing about them is that they overpowered the vocal.
The vocal needs to have the biggest presence so the words and the intent of the song can be understood. After the second
verse I wanted it to go to a new vocal section (Trans. Bridge, Chorus) but instead it went to another synth section (although
different I was getting tired of synth by then). I think with a bit of re-working the song this could be really nice. Right now the
synth is the star of this song. Not the lyrics, not the vocals. I want it to be the opposite...”
“I wouldn't see myself going out of my listening to this, but it 's not terrible. I feel like the vocals don't exactly fit the
instrumentals but on their own they're both good. The synth has a really 90s feel to them which I like a lot. The vocals are
good by themselves and the recording quality is also really good, but there's something about this song that I don't really
like. It 's kind of cheesy but I feel like that was sort of the directed feel for this track. But it 's actually pretty catchy. Even
after the song ended, I'm still tapping my feet to the beat of it.”
“The start of the song really makes you want to fist pump. The crescendo builds so much suspense to the music which then
leads up to the pause in the music. When the beat drops the song becomes very exciting. The lyrics are great! When the piano
comes in it gives the song such a natural feel. So many textures to this piece its amazing!”
“The beat to this song was very catchy, but that was really the only thing I enjoyed. I didn't care for the singer's voice or
style. I could certainly see this song finding a certain niche, but I do not think it could enjoy a great deal of mainstream
success.”
“The music has an injection of life to it, with bright electronic tones and quite a lively rhythm and beat, it 's uplifting and quite
cheerful sounding. The vocals are soft in tone and have quite a high pitch, so they go well with the music on the whole. They
also know when to drift out of the song and let the music take centre stage too. It 's bright and original and worth your time
in my opinion.”
“There is a good strong intro to this track, the beat grabs the attention immediately. the tempo is clear and steady. I enjoyed
the overall feel of this song. There is something different about the style an the vocal. IThe singer is calming in a strange
way.”
“Wow, the sound was very engaging. The beat was so different and made me want to get up and dance. it was hard to hear
the vocals at times. I though it sounded a little too faded at times, but was well balanced with the music. Very powerful and
tuneful! I enjoyed listening to it and would more than likely listen to it again!”
“What I enjoy most about music is the way a song makes you feel. If the artist is really into the song and the song itself is
made up right and has all the right elements, the song itself can make you feel things that you never thought were possible.
However, if the song is off and the artist is as well, the song can be a disaster. This song isn't a disaster but the song is
missing key elements that would otherwise make this song strong and unique. There is no great vibe and no wonderful
feeling. This song is missing but the song does have a lot of great qualities. I enjoy the sound to this song, it 's different than
what I was previously thinking when I first heard this song. This song is decent and will do great works for this artist.”
“This song has an interesting electronic dance sound. It sounds like a smart musician created this music. It sounds much more
creative than the corporate jive that 's on the pop charts. It 's better to come up with creative music like this that will have
niche longevity for many decades whereas corporate music burns out quickly. This song has a nice unique sound. The
musicianship is pretty strong. The vocals are dreamy like a sixties psychedelic pop band.”

“The hypnotic drum beat in the song's introduction is attention getting. This vocalist has a competent voice, but he doesn't
sing with power or confidence. A more dynamic delivery style would enhance the thin vocals and make the track more
commercially appealing. Lyrics of the song are thought-provoking, and the background accompaniment is full, varied, and
well-balanced.”
“First off the melody doesn't match the vocals. The vocals are too soft and weak for the music and the drum beat drowns out
the singer. The techno sounding element might make this a better match for a night club as apposed to the radio. This song
is a mess - the music jumps all over the place and I can't comprehend what the singer is saying. This song needs a total makeover.”
“The start of the song was very interesting. The lyrics were understandable and good. The music was good it had a great
beat to it. The vocals were pretty good all the notes were hit perfectly. I would recommend this song.”
“Wow this song got me up and dancing to the beat of the song! I loves that rhythm of the percussion as the drums and the hi
Kat sound of the drums sounded really great! I love this song! It sounded amazingly well as the whole song was mixed into
one. Nice baseline as well as the melody of the electric type of instruments.”
“The song has a futuristic sound that appeals to me. The rhythm was good and I liked how it went from low volume to high
volume as the song got to its point. I like the rhythm because it sounds both 1980s and futuristic. It 's I'm between both time
lines or eras, whatever you want to call it. I like this melody. The guy is super soft-spoken and low. His volume leel is low. He
sounds shy and careful, in that self conscious way. The song could have being a hit back in the 80s and in today's day and age.
It has commercial potential. That chorus is super catchy and the sound is very addictive. I was attached to it. It has an
appealing tone and sound that makes me nostalgic. The instruments are digital and I do not even mind because of how good
the song sounded. I'm reallyjch into it and I would purchase it. Sounds like "Help me loose mind", by Disclossure. I really love
that song and this song remindse of it so I like this song. The lyrics are fun and the artist did a good job even though he was
or sounded super shy and reserves. He sounded approachable and down to earth. He did a good job shy or not.”
“A digital and engaging introduction that establishes a lovely beat that would be enjoyed by dance fans. When the vocalist
began i was a bit surprised, he has a nice voice but his tone is a little depressing, it does not really suit the upbeat rhythm
being generated by the instrumental. The melody is slow and again, does not match the tempo of the music. This track needs
to be brought together and given a stronger focus. The instrumental is great and is to be honest let down by the vocal
element.”
“the intro sounds ok...i didnt like so much the intro because i dont think it is so creative neither original... i have heard a lot of
songs similar to this one. the singer has an amazing voice though. he sounds very nice and very harmonious. his voice is so
gentle and delicate...he doesnt match this melody...the melody is too exciting to the way he sings and it just doesnt sound
right. ANyway i loved his voice so i would definitely just change the melody. the melody sounds a bit annoying because its
balance repeats the same thing too many times and it gets kind of boring.”
“This song has a Saturday Night Fever feel to it. I think that he vocals are very unique in this song. I really like the musical
effects that are played throughout the song, and they provide a very nice tempo for the song. I think that this song would be
very well received by listeners all over. I don't really have anything negative to say about this song. I think it should be placed
on an album quickly, and might even have success on the radio.”
“The beginning is very weak and straining. The vocalist has a very off voice and the instrumental just randomly changes
rhythm in the middle of him singing and it doesn't match the tune of him singing. It has a techno vibe with all of the
fluctuations and the techno drums beats. I don't really like this song all that much. It 's just not that great and doesn't a muse
my liking. I think that if you add some backup vocalists it may help slightly, but it just has a big void that I can't out my finger
on.”

“I like how the singer tries to seduce his audience and grab their attention through his opening lyrics. The instruments in the
background don't really stand out to me one way or another. The lyrics are a little hard to hear because the background tune
is louder than the singing.”
“The development or arrangement of this song is way off. The instrumentals are way to fast and to loud for the vocals in this
song. All you could hear was the music and the artist could not even begin to compete. and then it jumps to a whole different
set of music. Very strange. Sorry but was awful to listen to.”
“This song has a great detail, of writing and i love the instrumental playing in the song. The beat and the drum work very well
with the song. Another Thing I liked was the voice and instrumental beats in the background. Another reason, why I decided
to rate this song 8 is because of the talent and effort, the artist put into this place of work, the made me want more quality
and time”
“When the song started playing, the beat made me want to dance. It is upbeat and pleasant. Then I hear the voice and realize
that this is not a good song to dance to and go crazy over. Honestly I do not see this song on the radio any time soon. The
beat, melody, and rhythm is just all over the place.”
“The song was just mesmerizing, which it immediately drew to my attention in less than 5 seconds of the song. First, the
background sound was wonderful, and on top of such a good male vocal, the lyric was just another state of making the song
the excellent quality because it comined new age, electronic, soft trance, and alternative into the unique music that I wanted
to find out more about this artist. I highly recommend this artist, and this song would be very successful to become the new
generation of electronic music to date.”
“I don't think this song has very much commercial appeal. It 's probably more of a niche thing - people who like
electronic/trance things will enjoy it, but the general public would probably think it was strange. Personally, I think it 's boring
and too slow.”

OVERALL TRACK RATING
THIS IS THE OVERALL RATING FOR THE TRACK AS CALCULATED FROM THE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF ALL THE REVIEWERS' RATINGS. THIS SIMPLY
MEASURES HOW "GOOD" THE TRACK IS OVERALL (NOT NECESSARILY
MARKET POTENTIAL).
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LOOK FOR A MINIMUM OF 7.0 TO INDICATE A HIGH QUALITY TRACK

WISDOM OF CROWDS
WISDOM OF CROWDS IS A PROVEN METHODOLOGY THAT LARGE GROUPS OF ORDINARY PEOPLE ORGANIZED UNDER THE RIGHT CONDITIONS (A "SMART
CROWD"), OUTPERFORM SMALL GROUPS OF EXPERTS IN MAKING DECISIONS AND PREDICTIONS. IT IS NOT NEW. IT IS THE SCIENCE BEHIND GOOGLE
AND DECISION-MAKING IN SOME OF THE LARGEST COMPANIES IN THE WORLD. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN TIME AND AGAIN THAT COLLECTIVE WISDOM
SURPASSES THE EXPERTS. IT ALSO MEANS THAT WE CAN GUARANTEE 95% ACCURACY IN TRACK RATINGS.

THE 4 CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO FORM A "SMART CROWD" THAT DELIVERS AN ACCURATE REVIEW ARE:
1) DIVERSITY OF OPINION: A SAMPLE GROUP OF REVIEWERS WITH
MANY DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW MAKES BETTER DECISIONS
THAN ONE WHERE EVERYONE HAS THE SAME INFORMATION.

2) INDEPENDENCE: THE REVIEWERS' OPINIONS ARE NOT
INFLUENCED BY OTHERS.

3) DECENTRALIZATION: ANSWERS ARE GIVEN BY INDIVIDUAL
REVIEWERS BASED ON THEIR OWN LOCAL AND SPECIFIC
KNOWLEDGE RATHER THAN BY A CENTRAL PERSON.

4) AGGREGATION: THERE IS A WAY OF ACCURATELY MEASURING
THE SAMPLE GROUP'S COLLECTIVE ANSWER.

